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Self-assembled quantum dots are often modeled by continuum modelsseffective mass ork ·pd that assume
the symmetry of the dot to be that of its overall geometric shape. Lens-shaped or conical dots are thus assumed
to have continuous cylindrical symmetryC`v, whereas pyramidal dots are assumed to haveC4v symmetry.
However, considering that the III–V dots are made of atoms arranged on thesrelaxedd positions of a zinc-
blende lattice, one would expect the highest possible symmetry in these structures to beC2v. In this symmetry
group all states are singly degenerate and there are noa priori reason to expect, e.g., the electronP states
susually the second and third electron levels of dominant orbitalP characterd to be degenerate. Continuum
models, however, predict these states to be energetically degenerate unless an irregular shape is postulated. We
show that, in fact, the truesatomisticd symmetry of the dots is revealed when the effects ofsid interfacial
symmetry,sii d atomistic strain, andsiii d piezoelectricity are taken into account. We quantify the contributions
of each of these effects separately by calculating the splitting of electronP levels for different dot shapes at
different levels of theory. We find that for an ideal square-based pyramidal InAs/GaAs dot the interfacial
symmetry of the unrelaxed dot splits theP level by 3.9 meV, atomistic relaxation adds a splitting of 18.3 meV
szero if continuum elasticity is used to calculate straind and piezoelectricity reduces the splitting by28.4 meV,
for a total splitting of 13.8 meV. We further show that the atomistic effectssid andsii d favor an orientation of
the electron wave functions along thef110g direction while effectsiii d favors thef110g direction. Whereas
effectssid 1 sii d prevail for a pyramidal dot, for a lens shaped dot, effectsiii d is dominant. We show that the
8–bandk ·p method, applied to pyramidal InAs/GaAs dots describes incorrectly the splitting and order of
P levels s–9 meV instead of 14 meV splittingd and yields the orientationf110g instead off110g.
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I. INTRODUCTION: WHY DO DOTS HAVE LOWER
SYMMETRIES THAN SUGGESTED

BY THEIR SHAPE ALONE

Current vapor-phase Stranski-Krastanov growth tech-
niques for self-assembled In-GaAs/GaAs quantum dots tend
to produce nanostructures withcylindrical-like shape sym-
metry, e.g. disks, truncated cones, lenses, or pyramids.1–6

Spectroscopic studies of such dots reveal polarized transi-
tions between confined hole and confined electron levels.
Theoretical modeling used to understand the observed spec-
troscopic transitions and their polarizations need to assume
the symmetry and shape of such dots. The vast majority of
the calculations performed on quantum dotsssee Refs. 7 and
8d use a confinement potential which is assumed to have just
the shape symmetryof the nanostructure. This is the ap-
proach used in the conventionalk ·p9–11 method, in the ef-
fective mass approximationsEMAd,12,13 in the EMA fol-
lowed by a local density approximation treatment EMA-
LDA 14 and in the path integral quantum Monte
Carlo-EMA15 method. In such continuum-like descriptions
of the potential, a quantum dot with the overall shape of a
square-based pyramid is assumed to haveC4v symmetry,
while quantum dots with an overall disk, truncated cone or
lens shape are assumed to have cylindrical symmetryC`v.
With such assumed symmetries the dots have twofold degen-
erateP andD levels with no optical polarization anisotropy
in the s001d-plane. These symmetries carry over to the de-
scription of many-particle excitonic states. However, in gen-

eral, the true symmetry of even anideally shapedquantum
dot is lower than the shape symmetry. This is a consequence
of the atomistic nature of the structure that lowers the sym-
metry of the earlier mentioned quantum dots toC2v. In this
symmetry group no degeneracy can be expecteda priori and
polarization anisotropies are possible, and indeed
observed.16–19 However, to explain these within continuum
approaches, it is customary to postulate some unspecified
geometric irregularity of the dots. This is not necessary if the
atomistic symmetry is considered. There are three reasons
for the symmetry lowering relative to the naive expectations
based on shape alone.First, the interface between the dot
material sInAsd and the barrier materialsGaAsd lowers the
symmetryseven in the absence of straind since the interface
plane is not necessarily a reflection plane. This creates a
short-range interfacial potential.Second, atomic relaxations
due to the atomic size difference between Ga and In respond
to the earlier noted short-range potential asymmetry, creating
a displacement field that enhances the magnitude of the
asymmetry. This component is not captured if the relaxation
is performed using classic harmonic continuum-elasticity
approach20 as the latter “sees” only the shape. Instead, ato-
mistic elasticity21 is needed.Finally, a long-ranged piezo-
electric field can develop in response to the displacement
field, as recognized by Grundmannet al.,22 contributing a
distinct term to the total potential. The total potential, and
thus the splitting ofP and D confined levels has contribu-
tions from sid interfacial atomic symmetry lowering,sii d
atomic relaxation, andsiii d the piezoelectric field. Note that
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such symmetry lowering exists already for ideally shaped
dots, e.g., perfect square-based pyramid with zincblende
structure. The classic effective-mass andk ·p treatment of
nanostructures9,11 neglects all three effects giving rise to un-
split P and D states and unpolarized inter- and intraband
transitions. A possible cure to the lack of polarization
anisotropies and simplified photoluminescence spectra of the
continuum methods was given in the works of Stier, Grund-
mann, and Bimberg,22–24Pryor,25 and Hackenbuchneret al.26

where the piezoelectric potential has been added as an exter-
nal field to the classicalk ·p Hamiltonian. The strain field, on
the other hand, has been included atomistically using the
valence force field sVFFd method27 in the k ·p
framework23,24,26,28,29as described, e.g., by Bahder.30 How-
ever, the inversion symmetry breaking introduced by the ato-
mistic strain fieldsvia VFFd is not well represented using the
underlying assumption of slowly varying potentialssand en-
velope functionsd and parabolic bands ink ·p. Stieret al.24,31

and Jianget al.28 report negligible splittings of the electronP
states without piezoelectricity. More generally, this observa-
tion leeds to the conclusion that the discrepancies described
in Pryor et al.21 between the atomistic and the continuum
descriptions of strain cannot be properly accounted byk ·p
methods. The need for an atomistic basis set as, e.g., used in
the empirical pseudopotential approach32 or in tight-binding
calculations33–37 becomes apparent. In the present contribu-
tion we perform calculations that include on the same atom-
istic footing the effects of dot interface, atomic relaxation,
and piezoelectricity. This methodology is used to isolate the
different effects that reveal the true atomisticC2v symmetry
of quantum dots. We start by presenting the methodology
emphasizing the addition of the piezoelectric field to the well
established empirical pseudopotential method. We then iso-
late three distinct effects that reveal the atomistic nature of
the nanostructure and quantify their importance.

II. THEORETICAL METHODS

We solve the single-particle Schrödinger equation for the
Hamiltonian

Ĥ = −
b

2
¹2 + o

na

fvasr − Rnd + v̂a
SOg + Vpiezosr d s1d

which includes a kinetic energy term, a pseudopotential part
ssecond and third termd, and a piezoelectric potential part
slast termd. The screened atomic pseudopotentialsva swith
a=Ga,In,As,…d are centered around the locally relaxed
atomic positionsRn. The atomic relaxation is performed us-
ing the valence force field method to minimize the strain
energy32,38. The empirical atomic pseudopotentialsva are fit
in reciprocal space to accurately reproduce the electronic
band structure, the electron effective mass, the heavy hole
effective masses along thef100g and f111g directions, the
light hole effective mass along thef100g direction, the spin-
orbit splittings at theG15v andL1v points, the hydrostatic and
biaxial deformation potentials.38 The detail of the fitting pro-
cedure and the obtained parameters are reported in Ref. 38.
The same parameters as in Ref. 38 have been used in this

work. The empirical pseudopotentialsvasGd has an explicit
dependence on the local hydrostatic strain,Trsed. This de-
pendence is crucial to obtain a correct description of the
volume deformation potential.38,39 The spin-orbit interaction
v̂a

SO is implemented inG space as described in Ref. 38. The
pseudopotentialsva constructed that way do not include the
effect of piezoelectricity which represent the formation of a
polarization field due to the presence of off-diagonal compo-
nents of the strain tensor. This field is typically too long
ranged to be included in the atomistic pseudopotentialva and
is not represented in any of the target values used to fit
vasGd. The piezoelectric potential must therefore be incorpo-
rated as an external additional potential.

Piezoelectricity is given, in the linear regime, by a tensor
of third rank,eijk, that connects the strain tensorei j and the
polarization40 P:

Pi = o
i jk

eijke jk. s2d

In the common matrix representation it is written as

1Px

Py

Pz
2 = 1e11 e12 e13 e14 e15 e16

e21 e22 e23 e24 e25 e26

e31 e32 e33 e34 e35 e36
21

exx

eyy

ezz

eyz+ ezy

ezx+ exz

exy + eyx

2 .

s3d

For crystal structures with inversion symmetry,P=−P so
eij ;0 for all i, j . For crystals with zinc-blende structure, all
components ofeij are zero excepte14=e25=e36, leading to
the simple relationship

1Px

Py

Pz
2 = 1e14 0 0

0 e14 0

0 0 e14
21eyz+ ezy

ezx+ exz

exy + eyx
2 , s4d

where only off-diagonal components of the strain tensor re-
main. The strain tensor is a function of position and we cal-
culate it for each cation position in the crystal. The local
polarization, however, cannot be defined on an arbitrarily
small region of space,41 but only on a scale that exceeds the
localization of the maximally localized Wannier func-
tions.42 For GaAs and InAs we conclude that it is only mean-
ingful to consider spacial variations of the polarization
on a scale larger than the anion-cation distance, and in
praxis we average the strain tensor over eight atom cells.
The piezoelectric constant is therefore position depend-
ent. For regions of space where all three atom types
sIn,Ga,Asd are present, we calculate the average over the
bulk values of InAs43 s−0.045 C/m2d and GaAs43

s−0.16 C/m2d weighted by the number of In and Ga atoms in
each eight atom cell. The piezoelectric charge is obtained
from the divergence of the polarization
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rpiezosr d = − ¹ ·P = − ¹ ·5e14sr dheyzsr d + ezysr dj
e14sr dhezxsr d + exzsr dj
e14sr dhexysr d + eyxsr dj

6 .

s5d

The divergence is calculated using a piecewise polynomial
function to represent the polarization data points.44

In the last step the piezoelectric potentialVpiezo is obtained
from the Poisson equation

rpiezosr d = e0 ¹ · hessr d ¹ Vpiezosr dj. s6d

The piezoelectric densityrpiezo is thereby expanded in mul-
tipoles up to a certain angular momentum to obtain the ac-
curate boundary conditions for the long-ranged potential.
The Poisson equation is then solved using a conjugate gra-
dient algorithm finding the piezopotentialVpiezosr d. Particular
care has been taken for the numerical differentiation where
basic finite difference methods have been tested against poly-
nomial interpolations. While the results of both approaches
are in excellent agreement, the convergence of the conjugate
gradient algorithm is most stable with polynomials of third
order.44 For grid sizes of 80380380 the result is usually
obtained in a dozen iterations within a few minutes of com-
putational time on a standard personal computer.

Once the total potentialonafvasr −Rnd+v̂a
SOg+Vpiezosr d is

defined, the basis set has to be chosen. The single-particle
dot wave functions are expanded in terms of strain-
dependent Bloch functionsci =oAn,kwn,ksrd of band indexn
and wave vectork of the underlying bulk solids. In this
“linear combination of bulk bands” approach,45 basis func-
tions are obtained throughout the Brillouin zone and differ in
this respect from thek ·p method. This results in a far
greater46 variational accuracy, and incorporates naturally
both intervalleyse.g.,G−X−Ld and multibandsvariousn’sd
couplings. The ladder of electronsholed single-particle states
will be denoted ase0,e1,e2,… sh0,h1,h2,…d for ground
state, first excited state, etc.

III. EFFECTS REVEALING THE ATOMISTIC SYMMETRY
OF THE NANOSTRUCTURE

In this section we will discuss the three distinct physical
effects responsible for the lowering of the symmetry, starting
from the continuum-like symmetry and progressing to the
true atomistic symmetry. In order to quantify the importance
of these effects, we will present specific results on the split-
ting of the single-particle electronP states. In a continuum-
like description these states are exactly degenerate and their
wave functions are isotropic in thes001d plane. On the other
hand, the fully atomistic description of a cylindrical, lens
shaped or pyramidal dot yields splitP states with well de-
fined wave function orientation, either along thef110g or the
f110g directions. We will report on the energetic splitting
DE=«f110g−«f110g where «f110g s«f110gd is the single particle
energy of the electron state oriented along thef110g sf110gd
direction for different dot shapes and sizes, given in Fig. 1.

We consider a set of dots with a common base dimension of
11.3 nm and different shapes and sizes: a disk with 4.6 nm
height, a truncated cone with a top base of 2.3 nm, and a
height of 4.6 nm, a pyramid with a height of 5.6 nmsh101j
side facetsd, a lens with 4.6 nm height. In addition we calcu-
lated sizes that are more realistic,3,4 namely a set of lenses
with 25.2 nm base and four different heightss3.5, 5.0, 5.5,
6.5 nmd. To isolate the physical factors responsible for level
splitting and wave function anisotropy of dots with ideal
shape symmetry we distinguish four levels of theory, starting
from the simplest. While there are other ways of separating
the various effects, the partitioning below is a convenient
way to isolate the main physical effects of chemical symme-
try, short-ranged relaxation and long-ranged strain fields.

Level 1: The symmetry of the nanostructure is taken as
the shape symmetry; so a pyramid is assumed to haveC4v
symmetry, a lens, disk, or truncated cone hasC`v symmetry.
Strain is taken into account by continuum elasticity, or ne-
glected. Piezoelectricity is neglected. This is the approach
taken by classical effective mass13 or k ·p9–11 approaches.

Level 2:The nanostructure is constructed from atoms and
has thereforeC2v symmetry. In this level, however, InAs dot
and the GaAs matrix both have the lattice positions of per-
fect zincblende GaAs. Piezoelectricity is neglected.

Level 3:The atomic positions are relaxed via the valence
force field27 method. Piezoelectricity is neglected.

Level 4:The atomistic structure is relaxed and the piezo-
electric effect is included.

By comparingLevel 2with Level 1we capture the effect
of atomistic symmetry alone, free from relaxation and piezo-
electric effects. By comparingLevel 3with Level 2we cap-
ture the effect of atomic relaxation, free from piezoeffect.
Finally by comparingLevel 4with Level 3, we capture the
effect of piezoelectricity. While other sequences of compari-
son are possible, we find that this one is the most revealing.

A. Atomistic interface effects: Level 2 versus Level 1

When the atomic positions are assumed to be unrelaxed
and piezoelectricity is neglected, the splitting of the electron
P states is introduced just by the microscopic symmetry of
the interface between the dot materialsInAsd and the sur-
rounding materialsGaAsd. Figure 2 illustrates this effect,
where the atomic structure of the different facetss101d,
s011d, s101d, s011d, and s001d sinterface 1,2,3,4,5, respec-

FIG. 1. Shapes and sizes of InAs/GaAs dots considered. Disk,
truncated conesT.Coned, pyramid, and lens.
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tivelyd of a square-based pyramid are analyzed. For thes001d
interface at the base of the pyramidsFig. 2 interface 5d the
f110g andf110g directions are inequivalent. Even for a com-
mon anion quantum dot/barrier nanostructurese.g., InAs/
GaAsd the anion plane at interface 5 is anisotropic. The di-
rect neighborsabovethe anion planesIn atomsd that align in
the f110g direction are chemically different from the neigh-
borsunderthe anion planesGa atomsd that align in thef110g
direction. Similar observations can be made for all facets of
the pyramid and most relevant is the fact that these effects do
not compensate each other. At the bottom of Fig. 2 a top
view of the zinc-blende unit cells shows that even after the
summation of the 1–4 interfaces a net anisotropy remains at
the As site.

The effect of the atomistic interface symmetry on the po-
tential of Eq.s1d can be seen in Fig. 3sad which shows the
difference between the pseudopotentialoavasr −Rad along
the f110g andf110g directions for anunrelaxedsquare-based
pyramid without piezoeffect. The potential has been aver-
aged in f001g direction over two unit cells centered 1 nm
above the base of the pyramid.64 Figure 3sad shows that the
differences between the atomic pseudopotentials inf110g and
f110g directions are well localized at the interfacessshown
as shaded areas marked InGaAsd and vanishes inside the
nanostructure.

The first line in Table I shows the magnitude of the ato-
mistic interface effect on theP-level splitting for different
shapes and sizesssee Fig. 1 to visualize the geometriesd. We

see in Table I that the interface effect is strongest for the
pyramid, having sharply defined facets; this effect splits the
electronP states by 3.9 meV. For a truncated cone where the
only sharp interfaces are the base and the top, the splitting is
smaller, but still 2.3 meV. The two large lenses have a small
splitting of 0.5 and 0.4 meV which could be attributed to the
fact that the confined states make less “contact” with the
interface in a larger structure. The disk has small splitting of
0.1 meV for symmetry reasons: with no vertical facets but

FIG. 2. Atomistic detail of the interfaces of a square-based InAs
pyramid with baseb and heightb/2, embedded in GaAs. The zinc-
blende unit cells give the atomic arrangement in the direct vicinity
of the interface. At the bottom of the figure a top view of the
interfaces is given.

FIG. 3. sad Difference between the atomistic pseudopotential in
f110g and f110g directions for anunrelaxedsquare-based pyramid
with 11.3 nm base and 5.6 nm height. The potential has been aver-
aged inf001g direction over two unit cells centered 1 nm above the
base of the pyramid. The position of the interfaces are shown as
shaded areas labeled InGaAs.sbd Same assad for the relaxed
square-based pyramid.scd Difference between the piezoelectric po-
tential fusing the bulk values ofe14sInAsd=−0.045 C/m2 and
e14sGaAsd=−0.16 C/m2g in f110g and f110g directions for the re-
laxed square-based pyramid.
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with two s001d interfaces the effects from both interfaces
compensate each other and yield wave functionssnot shownd
isotropic in thes001d plane withD2d symmetry and no split-
ting of the electronP states. This effect is similar to the one
well known for symmetric quantum wells.47

The interfacial symmetry affects the wave functions. The
envelope functions for the first electronP state of the pyra-
mid, the truncated cone and the lens are oriented along the
f110g direction, whereas thesecondstate is oriented along
the f110g direction. The wave function orientation is given
by the sign ofDE and explicitely denoted in Table I asf110g
or f110g or fisog sisotropicd. The interface effect discussed
here is not accounted for byLevel 1theories based on con-
tinuum elasticity se.g., effective mass modelsd13 since the
symmetry of the continuum mechanical strain tensor in the
s001d plane isC4v so the strain components are equal along
the f110g andf110g directions. Such theories produce a van-
ishing splitting of the electronP states.

B. Atomic relaxation effects: Level 3 versus Level 2

When the atoms are allowed to react to the stress present
in all lattice-mismatched self-assembled quantum dots, the
interface anisotropy propagates into the interior of the nano-
structure. This can be seen in Fig. 3sbd where the difference
between the relaxed atomistic potentialoavasr −Rnd along
f110g and f110g directions is plottedswithout piezoelectric
effectd. The effect of the interface now penetrates the nano-
structure and has a net effect inside the pyramid, directly
affecting the main confinement volume.

A further effect contributes to the anisotropy: In a dot of
typical shape, where the base is larger than the top, there is a
gradient in the magnitude of the strain tensor between top
and bottom. Figure 4 shows this gradient for the hydrostatic
strainsthe trace of the strain tensord of a pyramidal quantum
dot. Each anion in the dot has two cation neighbors above,
oriented along thef110g direction, and two cation neighbors
below, oriented along thef110g direction. The cations above
salongf110gd experience therefore systematically more stress
than the cations belowsalongf110gd making these directions
inequivalent.

The magnitude of the stress relaxation effects on the
P-level splitting can be seen in the second line of Table I for

different dot shapes. For the pyramid, with strong interface
anisotropy and the largest height, the atomic relaxation effect
is the strongest being 18.3 meV. For the disk, where strain
gradient an interface anisotropy are absent, this effect is zero.
The truncated cone exhibits also a noticeable splitting of
10.5 meV similar to lens 1 while lens 2 and lens 3 shows a
splitting of 2.3 and 2.2 meV, respectively. These results fol-
low the trends calculated for the interface effect. This leads
to the interpretation that stress relaxation brings the aniso-
tropy effect well inside the nanostructure where the confined
state have largest amplitude.

The top part of Fig. 5 shows for lens shape dotsNo. 3d the
square of the single particle wave functions for the first nine
electron and first nine hole states of the atomistically relaxed
structure without piezoelectric potential. The orientation of
the electronP statesse1 ande2d is along thef110g direction
for the first electronP state, and alongf110g for the second
supper left part of Fig. 5d. For each single particle state, the
percentage of the dominant angular momentum component is
given in parenthesis. We see that at this level of theory, in-
cluding atomistic potential and relaxation, the band mixing
and angular momentum character mixing is already present.
In fact, even the electron states that are often modeled by
level-1 single band effective mass theories as a 100% pure
states have, in a level 2 theory only around 85%Sslevelse0,
e5d, 85% Pslevels e1,e2,e8d, 80% Dslevels e3,e4d, and 80%
Fslevelse6,e7d character. The hole statesh4 to h8 exhibit even
higher degree of mixing and cannot be modeled, even quali-
tatively, by a single-band approach.

TABLE I. Energy splitting of the electronP statesDE=«f110g−«f110g where«f110g s«f110gd is the single particle energy of the electron state
oriented along thef110g sf110gd directions in millielectron voltssmeVd. The contribution “interface” is the difference betweenLevel 1sno
splittingd andLevel 2splittings. “Strain” is the difference betweenLevel 2andLevel 3splittings. “Piezo” is the difference betweenLevel 3
andLevel 4splittings. The orientation of the first electronP states is given asfisog, for no particular orientation, and asf110g andf110g for
the corresponding crystallographic directions. The dimensions of the baseb and heighth are given in nanometerssnmd. The lenses with 25.2
nm base are the most realistic according to Refs. 3 and 4.

Disk Lens 1 Truncated cone Pyramid Lens 2 Lens 3

b=11.3, h=4.6 b=11.3, h=4.6 b=11.3, h=5.6 b=11.3, h=4.6 b=25.2, h=5.5 b=25.2, h=3.5

Interface 0.1 fisog 2.0 f110g 2.3 f110g 3.9 f110g 0.5 f110g 0.4 f110g
Strain 0.0 fisog 8.3 f110g 10.5 f110g 18.3 f110g 2.3 f110g 2.2 f110g
Piezo 0.1 fisog 24.7 f110g 24.4 f110g 28.4 f110g 25.7 f110g 23.1 f110g
Total 0.2 fisog 5.0 f110g 8.4 f110g 13.8 f110g 22.9 f110g 20.5 f110g

FIG. 4. sColor onlined Contour plot of the hydrostatic strainTre
for a square-based pyramid with 11.3 nm base and 5.6 nm height.
The color bar gives the values ofTr«.
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The top panels of Fig. 6 show the equivalent of Fig. 5 for
the pyramidal quantum dot. The orientation of the electronP
states is the same as for the lens: the first electronP state is
oriented along thef110g and the second state alongf110g.
The first two hole states are oriented along thef110g direc-
tion while the third state is mainly oriented alongf110g. The
second and third hole statesh1 andh2 have some occupation
probability at the tip of the pyramid which is a consequence
of the high strain present in that region. The pyramidal shape
is, however, far from the experimental reality.

C. Piezoelectric effect: Level 4 versus Level 3

Strain along thef111g direction in heterovalent zincblende
materials gives rise to piezoelectricity.40 The magnitude of
the piezoelectric effect on nanostructures depends on the
value ofe14. The measured values43 for the unstrainedbulk
binaries are e14sInAsd=−0.045 C/m2 and e14sGaAsd
=−0.16 C/m2. In general,e14 changes with strain and com-

position, as recently demonstrated by several authors48–56for
s111d grown InxGa1−xAs/GaAs strained quantum wells. The
results of Choet al. are shown in Fig. 7 as solid circles and
deviate substantially from the linear, composition-weighted
value deduced from the unstrained binariessdashed lined. For
a 21% alloy for example,e14=−0.05 C/m2, whereas the lin-
early extrapolated value ise14=−0.14 C/m2. Figure 8 shows
the number of eight atom unit cells as a function of the
off-diagonal strain components«xy, «yz, «zx in a lens-shaped
InAs dot embedded in GaAsstwo million atoms in totald.
The inset Fig. 8sbd shows in detail the region of highest
strain, revealing that a substantial number of unit cells are
highly strained. So in principle, one should use thestrained
value ofe14 or higher order piezoelectric coefficients to com-
pute the piezoelectric field. Unfortunately no measured or
calculated values of piezoelectric coefficients are available
for pure but strained InAs. Using the valuee14sInAsd
=−0.045 C/m2 of theunstrainedmaterial is almost certainly
not relevant for the strained versions of an InAs dot shown in
Fig. 8, although previously such values were used to model

FIG. 5. sColor onlined Single-particle electron and hole wave functions squared for a lens shaped InAs/GaAs with 3.5 nm height and 25.2
nm baseslens 3d calculated without piezoelectric effectsupper paneld and with piezoelectric effectslower partd using e14sInAsd=
−0.045 C/m2 and e14sGaAsd=−0.16 C/m2. The isosurface encloses 75% of the state density. The single particle states are labeled
se0, e1, …d according to their energy starting with the lowestshighestd energy for electronssholesd. The results of the angular symmetry
analysis is given in the lower left corner of each states. The definition of thef010g andf100g-directions is given in the lower right corner of
the figure.
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the piezoelectric effect in dots.22,24,25,57Thus, in what follows
we will first assume the piezoelectric constant of InAs to be
the one of the bulk and then, examine the piezoelectric effect
using arangeof InAs e14 values.

Figure 3scd shows the difference between the piezoelectric
potentialVpiezosr d along thef110g andf110g directions of the
square-based pyramid using the bulk valuese14sInAsd and
e14sGaAsd. A three dimensional plot for the piezoelectric po-
tential with isosurfaces for potential values of130 and230
mV is given in Fig. 9sad for a lens shaped quantum dot. The
strongest piezoelectric potential is located outside the nano-
structure where the piezoelectric constant is largest and near
the interface in regions of highest strain. The piezoelectric

field in the region where the states are confined, inside the
nanostructure, is noticeably weaker than outside. Figure 9sbd
shows a contour plot of the piezoelectric potential in the
s001d plane, 1 nm above the base of the lens shaped quantum
dot. The potential is positive along thef110g direction, fa-
voring hole localization and negative along thef110g direc-
tion, favoring electron localization.

The effect of piezoelectricity on the energy of the electron
P states for different dot shapes can be seen in line 3 of Table
I. The piezoelectric effect reduces the splitting induced by
the interface and the stress relaxation effects. The strongest
magnitude of the effect is again observed for the pyramid
with a reduction of the splitting by28.4 meV. For the pyra-

FIG. 6. sColor onlined First three single-particle electron and hole wave functions squared for a pyramidal InAs/GaAs quantum dots11.3
nm base and 5.6 nm heightd calculated atomistically with the empirical pseudopotential method and with the eight-bandk ·p method, with
supper panelsd and withoutslower panelsd piezoelectricity. The eight-bandk ·p results are reproductions from Stier.31 All calculations done
with piezoelectricity usede14sInAsd=−0.045 C/m2 and e14sGaAsd=−0.16 C/m2. The two isosurface for the empirical pseudopotential
results enclose 75% and 45% of the state density. The single particle states are labeledse0, e1, …d according to their energy starting with
the lowestshighestd energy for electronssholesd. Note that piezoelectricity rotates the lobes ofe1 ande2 only thek ·p approximation.

FIG. 7. Composition depen-
dence of the piezoelectric constant
e14 for a f111g InxGa1−xAs/GaAs
quantum well.
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mid and the truncated cone, piezoelectricity reduces the split-
ting without changing its sign. For the 5.5 and 3.5 nm tall
lenses, however, the piezoelectric effect has larger magnitude
than the sum of interface and stress relaxation, and it deter-
mines the final orientation of the electronP states. For the
most realistic flatter lens of 3.5 nm, the totalP-level splitting
is 20.5 meV, and the portion due to piezoelectricity is com-
parable to the one due to interface and stress relaxation.

The effect of piezoelectricity on the wave functions of the
flat lensslens 3d can be seen in the lower half of Fig. 5. In
level 4 swith piezoelectricityd the first electronP statee1 is
now oriented along thef110g direction whereas inLevel 3
swithout piezoelectricityd it was oriented along thef110g di-
rection. For the lens shaped dot, the secondP-level se2d was
oriented along thef110g direction without piezoelectricity
but it rotates to thef110g direction when piezoelectricity is
considered. In contrast, for the pyramid and the truncated
cone the first electronP-statee1 remain oriented along the
f110g direction in Level 4after taking piezoelectricity into
account. This can be seen for the pyramid in Fig. 6 that
shows the first three electron and hole wave functions
squared with and without piezoelectricity. The electron states
do not change orientation since the atomistic strain effect of
level-2 sthat favorsf110g orientation for electronsd is stron-
ger than the piezoelectric effectsthat favorsf110g orienta-
tiond. The piezoelectric field makes the orientation of the
holes along thef110g direction less favorable. The third hole
stateh2 has therefore almost no occupation probability along
f110g but mainly towards the apex of the dot.

The percentage of the dominant angular momentum com-
ponent of each states of the lens is given in Fig. 5 in paren-
thesis. The effect of piezoelectricity on the angular momen-
tum character is moderate for electron and holes states: the
order of the statess1S,1P,2P,etc.d is not affected by piezo-
electricity and a maximum deviation of 15% for the state
character is observed forh5. Generally, the character of the
hole states is more strongly mixed when piezoelectricity is
accounted for. The effect of piezoelectricity is generally
stronger on the shape of the envelope functions than on their
angular momentum character. Electronsholed states that are
predominantly oriented along thef110g direction tend to be-
come moreslessd isotropic.

As a next step we investigated the dependence of the in-
terface, stress relaxation and piezoelectric effect on the split-
ting of the electronP states as a function of the height of the
dot. Figure 10 shows the splittingDE of the electronP states
for a lens shape InAs/GaAs with 25.2 nm base and four
different heights h3.5,5.0,5.5,6.5j nm. The interface and
stress relaxation effects are almost constant as a function of
height. The height dependence is however pronounced in
Level 4 taking interface, strain and piezo into account. Flat
dots with heights around 3.5 nm have a vanishing splitting of
the electronP states while dots with 6.5 nm height have
splitting of about 6 meV.

FIG. 8. sad Strain statistic for theexy,ezx,eyz components of the strain tensor, in a lens shaped InAs/GaAs quantum dot with base 25.2 nm
and height 3.5 nm. The maximum and minimum values of the strain are6 0.0192. The insetsbd shows the tail of the strain distribution.

FIG. 9. sColor onlined sad Piezoelectric potential for a lens shape
InAs/GaAs quantum dotsbase525.2 nm, height 5 nmd. The isosur-
faces represent potential values of 30 and230 mV. The dot and the
wetting layer are represented as a gray surface.sbd Contour plot of
the piezoelectric potential of thes001d plane 1 nm above the base of
the dot.
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As noted earlier, the quantum dot is under significant
compressive strainsFig. 8d and the value of the piezoelectric
constante14sInAsd is likely to differ sFig. 7d from the un-
strained bulk value assumed so far. To estimate the effect of
the choice ofe14sInAsd we performed pseudopotential calcu-
lations of the electron states for the following values of
e14sInAsd inspired from Fig. 7: h20.045sbulk valued,
0.00,0.05,0.10,0.15,0.20j C/m2 sthe value of10.2 might be
unrealisticd. The value ofe14sGaAsd is set to the bulk value,
which is justified by the fact that the barrier material is
mostly unstrainedsapart from the interfaced. The results for
the single particle electron eigenvalues for the lens shaped
InAs/GaAs dot with 25.2 nm base and 3.5 nm height are
plotted in Fig. 11sad. With an increasing value ofe14sInAsd
the P, D, and F states tend to split further. The dominant
orbital character of the levels, in increasing order of energy
is S,P,P,D,D,S,F,F,P,P. The P statesse1,e2,e8,e9d split the
most, followed by theD statesse3,e4d and theF statesse6,e7d
that split the least. TheS statesse0,e5d are nearly indepen-
dent from the value ofe14sInAsd. The results for theP states
s e1,e2d splitting DE=ef110g−ef110g are plotted in Fig. 11sbd.
Using the bulk value ofe14sInAsds−0.045 C/m243d the split-
ting DE is smalls20.5 meV for a lens height of 3.5 nmd and
negative, i.e., the fist electronP state is oriented along the
f110g direction. When the piezoelectric coefficiente14sInAsd
takes on a positive sign the preferred orientation of the elec-
tron states is thef110g direction sDE.0d. Figure. 11sbd
shows that the splitting of the electronP states is a nearly
linear function of the value ofe14sInAsd and reaches a maxi-
mum of around 13 meV for our largeste14sInAsd=
+0.2 C/m2.

IV. COMPARISON WITH PREVIOUS CALCULATIONS

The definition of the crystallographic directionsf110g and
f110g depends on the choice of coordinate for the cation

atom in the primitive zinc-blende unit cell. We choose to
place the cationsGad at the origins0,0,0d and the anionsAsd
at s1/4,1/4,1/4d. This is the conventional orientation of the
f111g direction:43,58,59from the metallic atom to the nonme-
tallic atom. Most importantly, this is the convention used by
experimentalists when determining the crystallographic di-
rections of a samples using etching techniques.43

In order to be able to compare the results from publica-
tions where different conventions for thef110g orientation
have been used, we apply consistently the definition given
earlier to results of Refs. 38 and 60–62.sIn some cases, e.g.,
Ref. 38 mixed definitions were used; these are corrected in
Table IId. The results are given in Table II, where the avail-
able theoretical data on the orientation of the electron and
hole P states as well as the energy splitting of the electronP
states is given. In Fig. 6 we show the first three electron and
hole single particle wave functions for the pyramid calcu-
lated with the empirical pseudopotential methodsupper pan-
elsd and the eight-bandk ·p calculations from Stier.31 We see
that:sid No piezoelectricity: Our results for the pyramid agree
with previous EPM results38,61,62 in wave function orienta-
tion andP-level splitting within 10%ssee Table IId. Thek ·p
results of Ref. 31 miss almost entirely the 22 meV splitting
of the P level sTable IId. In Fig. 6 we see that without piezo-
electricity the wave function orientation obtained by the ato-
mistic approach and thek ·p method are the same for the
electron states. For the first three hole states, thek ·p wave
functions are nearly isotropic, while they are anisotropic in
the atomistic approach with an orientation along thef110g

FIG. 10. Height dependence of the splitting of the electronP
states, defined asDE=ef110g−ef110g, for the three different levels
2sinterfaced, 3sinterface1straind and 4sinterface1strain1piezod for
a lens shape InAs/GaAs dot with 25.2 nm base. We used the bulk
InAs and GaAs values ofe14. FIG. 11. sad Eigenvalues of the single-particle electron states for

an InAs/GaAs lens shaped dot with 25.2 nm base and 3.5 nm height
as a function ofe14sInAsd. The value ofe14sGaAsd is kept constant
at the bulk value −0.16 C/m2. The value ofe14 for strained InAs is
unknown. We give results for an arbitrary range starting from the
unstrained InAs value and extending to +0.2 C/m2. The energies
are given with respect to the conduction band minimum of bulk
GaAs. sbd Energy splitting of the electronP statesDE=ef110g
−ef110g for the same dot as insad.
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for h0 and h1 and mainly at the tip and along thef110g
direction for the stateh2. For the lens shape, we agree with
previous EPM results38,63 to within 0.6 meV. Atomistic inter-
face and strain effects favors thef110g direction for both the
electrons and the holes.

sii d With piezoelectricity: Our results for the pyramid dis-
agree withk ·p in wave function orientationssee Fig. 6d and
in P-level splitting s13.8 vs29 meVd. Also, in thek ·p ap-
proximation the effect of piezoelectricity is to rotate thee1
and e2 wave functions by 90 deg where no such rotation
exists in the atomistic approach which gives the correct ori-
entation both, with and without piezoelectric effect. The rea-
son for the disagreement is the missing atomistic splitting of
22 meV ink ·p. Piezoelectricity favors thef110g direction for
electrons and thef110g direction for holes while atomistic
featuresslevels 2 and 3d favor the f110g direction for both
electrons and holes. For the pyramid the atomistic effects of
levels 2and3 prevail and the first electronP state is oriented
along thef110g. The hole wave function orientation as given
by the atomistic and by thek ·p method agrees for statesh0
and h1. The stateh2 is partially localized on the tip of the
pyramid and partially spread over the base of the pyramid
according to the atomistic results, while it is solely spread
over the base for thek ·p results. This difference might be
due to the very atomistic character of the highly strained tip

which is differently accounted for by atomistic and non-
atomistic methods.

For the lens, the piezoelectric effect is stronger than the
combined atomistic effects oflevels 2and 3 and the first
electronP state is oriented along thef110g direction. The
hole P- statesh1 have without piezoelectric effect a prefer-
ence for thef110g direction and this preference is consoli-
dated by the piezoelectric potential.

V. CONCLUSION

The splitting of the electronP states has three distinct
origins. First, the atomistic nature of the interface creates an
asymmetry in the atomistic potential in thes001d plane. This
asymmetry is restricted to the space region close to the in-
terface and only weakly affects the splitting of the localized
electronP- statesDE=0–3.9 meV for different dot shapes.
Second, strain relaxation allows for the interface asymmetry
to propagate inside the dot, where the states are confined,
leading to a further splitting of theP states by DE
=0–18.3 meV depending on the dot shapesdisk versus pyra-
midd. Third, the piezoelectric effect, arising from off-
diagonal strain, has the reverse effect on the splitting of elec-
tron P states with a magnitude ofDE=0.1to–8.4 meV. We
conclude that neglecting effects1+2+3 in EMA models is
unjustified. Similarly, use of continuum elasticitysneglect of
effect 2d is unjustified.

The question has been raised as to whether the use of the
bulk piezoelectric constante14 for InAs is justified. Literature
suggests thate14 might be very different from the bulk value
in a strained structure like a quantum dot but has not been
reported so far. The calculation or the measurement of the
piezoelectric constante14 of strongly strained InAs is called
for. The height dependence of the piezoelectric effect on the
electron P- state splitting is strong with an increase from
20.5 to26 meV for lens shaped dots of 3.5 – 6.5 nm height.
Interestingly, the interface and strain splittings are almost
independent on dot height. The effects of interface, strain and
piezoelectricity are of comparable magnitude and omitting
one might lead to qualitative errors. In particular, previous
k ·p calculations24 for a pyramidal dot neglecting the atom-
istic interface and relaxation effects lead to the wrong wave
function orientationssf110g instead off110gd and splittings
s29 meV instead of113.8 meVd.
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TABLE II. Summary of the theoretical results on the orientation
of the first electron and holeP- statesse1 andh1d and the splitting
of the electronP- statesDE=«f110g−«f110g in meV. fisog stands for
“isotropic” states without any particular orientation and “…” when
the orientation of the state was not reported. The dimensions of the
baseb and heighth of the lens are in nm.

Reference Method e1 h1 DE smeVd

Pyramid (b=11.3 nm, h=5.6 nm), no piezo

Williamson38 EPM f110g f110g 26

Wang61 EPM f110g f110g 24

Kim62 EPM f110g ¯ 27

Stier31 k ·p f110g fisog 0.3

This work EPM f110g f110g 22.2

Pyramid (b=11.3 nm, h=5.6 nm), with piezo

Stier31 k ·p f110g f110g 29

This work EPM [1 10] [110] 13.8

Lens 3 (b=25.2, h=3.5), no piezo

Williamson38 EPM f110g f110g 2

Shumway63 EPM f110g fisog 2

This work EPM f110g f110g 2.6

Lens 3 (b=25.2, h=3.5), with piezo

This work EPM [110] [110] 20.5
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